As the global platform of choice for key government figures and influential policy makers within the Defence & Security sector, DSEI will once again feature a series of seminars, which will address the challenges, developments and future of the sector’s ever-changing landscape.

DSEI’s world renowned seminar programme will be delivered across seven theatres on the show floor; each one will feature different critical themes each day appropriate for the challenges addressed within them. Each theatre will host presentations from Tuesday 15 September through to Friday 18 September.

East Theatre (Land, Ministerial Keynotes, Rising Stars)
West Theatre (Unmanned & CDE SME Showcase)
Naval Theatre
Air Theatre
Security and Special Forces Theatre
Medical Innovation Theatre
Global Partnerships Theatre

DSEI Strategic Conferences

DSEI 2015 will stage four new high-level conferences focused on the future strategy of maritime defence, rotorcraft technology, front line medical services, and lessons learnt from the recent Ebola epidemic. The conferences will be held in The International Convention Centre (ICC), ExCeL London, Level 3, on Monday 14 September and Tuesday 15 September.

The First Sea Lord / RUSI international Sea Power Conference
The Future of Military Rotorcraft: 2030 and Beyond
Trauma Innovation Conference
Ebola Learning Exploitation

British Army workshops

The British Army will be running series of workshops in the East Theatre & the Security & Special Forces Theatre as well as the North Gallery Suites on Thursday 17 September and Friday 18 September.

Land Open Systems Architecture and the Land Technical Authority Stand Up
Generic Vehicle Architecture (GVA) and Generic Soldier Architecture (GSA)
Generic Base Architecture (GBA): At the Heart of Revolutionising Expeditionary Infrastructure
DSEI Live Demonstrations

DSEI 2015 will feature live Waterborne and Medical Demonstrations throughout the week. The waterborne demonstrations are held over all four days of DSEI and take place in the Royal Victoria Dock. They are best viewed from the grandstand on the Dock Edge. There will be at least 12 small vessels and RIBs which will participate in two daily waterborne demonstrations:

**Tuesday 15– Thursday 17 September**

- **Morning - 1200-1230**
- **Afternoon- 1530- 1600**

**Friday 18 September**

- **Morning- 1130-1200**
- **Afternoon- 1400-1430**

**Waterborne Demonstrations**

The Medical Demonstrations will take place within the Medical Innovation Zone. The live demonstrations will illustrate the latest advances in clinical care from point of injury or illness through the entire treatment pathway to rehabilitation. The demos take place twice daily:

**Tuesday 15 September**

- Point of Wounding to Rehabilitation & Mental Health – 1000-1100 & 1530-1630
- Ebola Virus Disease Treatment Unit (EVDTU) – 1100-1130 & 1630-1700

**Wednesday 16 to Thursday 17 September**

- Point of Wounding to Rehabilitation & Mental Health - 1200-1300 & 1530-1630
- Ebola Virus Disease Treatment Unit (EVDTU) – 1300-1330 & 1630-1700

**Medical Demonstrations**

**Events**

During the DSEI week there will be a series of co-located events. Please click below for more information.

**Wednesday 16 September - 1400 - 1700 - Make in India Investors Summit - North Gallery Suites 14/15**

**Wednesday 16 September - 1700 - 1900 - ADS Reception - East Terrace & Garden**

**Wednesday 16 September - 1700 - 1900 - U.S. Industry Reception - East Terrace & Garden**
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